The European Institute of Golf Course Architects has announced a new partnership category for golf course consultants with the aim of increasing interaction between the EIGCA and other professionals in the golf industry. The scheme will be open to all golf course consultants who are working, as well as former, professional practice, associated with the golf course design business. It is hoped that this new partnership category will appeal to consultants involved in associated businesses such as agronomy, irrigation, drainage, planning, landscape and even photography and architecture.

Announcing the new scheme, Julia Green, EIGCA Executive Officer, commented: “The EIGCA is always looking at ways we can do more for both our membership and the industry in general. We felt that the new Consultant Partnership programme would help to expand possibilities for meaningful professional development within the EIGCA and its related partners.”

“Over the years we have strived hard to develop the profession and to promote European expertise in golf course architecture and construction. We have developed very good relationships with our Patrons and Industry Partners to help us in this aim and we hope to develop similar close relationships with our new Consultant Partners.”

New Groundcare Dealership

New Holland has strengthened its UK dealer network with the launch of a new Groundcare dealership in Warwickshire - The Compact Tractor Centre.

“The new dealership will supply a full range of Groundcare products including New Holland products, said Nathan Walker, Dealer Principal, The Compact Tractor Centre, based in Bidford-on-Avon, will stock a full range of New Holland groundcare products. “Although we are a new company, our staff are no strangers to the Groundcare business. They already have a wealth of experience with the products and equipment on offer. We want to provide the local community with easy access to New Holland Groundcare products and are looking forward to demonstrating what the equipment is capable of,” said Nathan. The Compact Tractor Centre will service a large geographic area, incorporating areas such as Dudley, Coventry, Warwick and Stratford.

Weather Check

Headland Amenity has launched Weather Check, a personalised weather forecasting service allowing turf managers to access information on temperature, wind speed and direction as well as rainfall, with the choice of a general seven day forecast or a more detailed projection, which breaks down into three hour segments, providing an extremely accurate overview of conditions. The ‘Rainnow’ option produces a 25km ‘rain radar’ map with their sports facility at the centre, and by using the Agronomic module, which combines anticipated rainfall, wind strength, precipitation, air temperature and evapotranspiration, they are able to accurately judge spraying conditions over the coming week.

Glenn Kirby, Assistant Course Manager at the London Golf Club, says that Headland Weathercheck has improved the planning of daily work. “It gives me valuable information that helps me to fit work such as fertilising, spraying and hand watering into the best weather window. When deciding on irrigation applications it provides me with another information source alongside my soil probe, and onsite ET readings. I no longer need to travel the internet looking at different websites and choosing the most likely outcome as Weather Check has proved to be a consistently reliable source.”

Barenbrug Roadshow

Barenbrug has rounded off its 12-month seminar tour of the UK by making St Andrews Links Castle Course the final pit-stop in its roadshow.

A year ago, Barenbrug took to the road to bring its expertise direct to turf professionals in a series of events held at key trial and customer venues. The first pit-stop in the country’s year-long seminar programme was Druids Glen Golf Resort in County Wicklow, where the preliminary results of its Irish golf greens trial were revealed. Since then over 250 turf professionals have attended events at the likes of Manchester City Football Club, Carnoustie Golf Links, Angus, Scotland, and the London Golf Club, in Kent.

Along the way, Barenbrug revealed its latest trial results and practical findings, while also giving delegates the chance to gain first-hand insights from the host venue’s course and grounds managers, and benefit from the contributions of top guest speakers.

After stopping off for the penultimate seminar at Furness Golf Club in Cumbria, Barenbrug bowed out at St Andrews Links.

WIEDENNMANN DONATES £20K

To mark two decades in the turf care sector, Wiedenmann UK is donating all proceeds from the sale of a platinum-painted Terra Spike GXi8 HD to charity. Already several bids in excess of £20k have been received, guaranteeing a minimum of £10,000 each for Cancer Research and The MS Society, the causes sharing the receipts.

The company also unveiled a new addition to the artificial turf maintenance fleet, at Saltex, the Terra Groom, a lightweight brush which can also be used on natural surfaces. Wiedenmann also won two Awards for its stand at Saltex.

Managing Director, David Rae, who founded Wiedenmann UK at just 24, welcomed the news of the first bids. Bids close on October 28.